This campus map and map data are derived from various sources and are provided as is for illustrative purposes only. The data, information and map are dynamic and in a constant state of maintenance, correction and update. Florida State University (University) developed this map for illustrative purposes only and does not accept any responsibility for any errors, omissions or positional accuracy. The University does not warrant the map or its features are either spatially or temporally accurate or fit for a particular use. The campus map is not a legal description and is not to be used for surveying purposes or utility location, nor is it an authoritative source of information about legal land ownership or public access, or for any other purpose. Parking information is provided by Transportation and Parking Services. During the year parking rules and traffic routing may differ from what is depicted on the campus map, such as for sporting and other special events. The information depicted is accurate at the time of this map's publication and the information is subject to change. If you have any questions about parking on campus please contact Transportation and Parking Services at transportation@fsu.edu or call 850/644-5278.